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Publisher's Description: Video Pilot is an easy-to-use tool that can modify the quality of your media files. It supports AVI, MPG, PNG, BMP, JPG and others. The interface of the application is clean and intuitive. Media files can be opened via the file browser only, because the "drag and drop" function is not supported. So, you can play videos, navigate
back and forth within the clip and adjust the volume. But you can also open the current frame in a new window, save and load presets. Furthermore, you can adjust media to white or black mode, replace colors and remove the color casts mode, as well as correct the brightness and gamma levels. In addition, you can save and load colors, zoom in and out, fit
the image to window, delete the last region or the one under the cursor, and more. The application runs on a moderate amount of system resources, includes a short guide with snapshots along with animated tutorials and didn't pop up any errors during our tests. However, the program's functionality is pretty limited. We had expected to find more options
when it comes to image and video processing. These basic tools presented in Video Pilot can also be found in more complex media editing apps. Also, the demo version has some limitations. We recommend Video Pilot with some reservations. Additional Features: Video Pilot can work with most of popular video and audio formats. The interface is
intuitive and easy to use. Color profiles can be applied when resizing or opening video or audio files. Basic video and audio tools are available. Video Pilot is a free program. Cons: Video Pilot cannot be launched from a portable device (MP4, MPG, MTS, MKV, FLV, etc.) The default settings are not customizable. The program's structure is not user-
friendly. If you decide to save presets, there is a limit on the number of times you can save and load. Summary: The tools found in Video Pilot cannot be found in other media tools. In this case, we had expected more advanced tools to manipulate video files. It's a pretty stable program, and we haven't found any critical issues. However, the limited
functionality makes the app less attractive for power users. We tried the trial version and were satisfied with the application. It's a simple tool that could be used to reduce size and
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Video Pilot is a software designed to modify the quality of your media files. It supports AVI, MPG, PNG, BMP, JPG and others. The interface of the application is clean and intuitive. Media files can be opened via the file browser only, because the "drag and drop" function is not supported. So, you can play videos, navigate back and forth within the clip
and adjust the volume. But you can also open the current frame in a new window, save and load presets. Furthermore, you can adjust media to white or black mode, replace colors and remove the color casts mode, as well as correct the brightness and gamma levels. In addition, you can save and load colors, zoom in and out, fit the image to window, delete
the last region or the one under the cursor, and more. The application runs on a moderate amount of system resources, includes a short guide with snapshots along with animated tutorials and didn't pop up any errors during our tests. However, the program's functionality is pretty limited. We had expected to find more options when it comes to image and
video processing. These basic tools presented in Video Pilot can also be found in more complex media editing apps. Also, the demo version has some limitations. We recommend Video Pilot with some reservations. UPDATESI had noticed that the release notes for Video Pilot 2.8 have been updated. However, there are no changes between 2.7 and 2.8. If
you find something new or interesting, please share it with us. The release notes of the new version are available here. What is new 2.8 release (17 March 2017) FIXED Corrected a bug which sometimes could cause crashes of the program. FIXED Corrected a bug which sometimes caused incorrect audio and video playback. Added support for playing AVI
files. FIXED Fixed an issue when rotating images. ADDED Added new options: "Add Border" and "Add Pattern" to the Media Tools interface. FIXED Fixed a bug when playing movies with a duration more than 30 minutes. ADDED Added the option "Auto Focus". FIXED Fixed an issue when using the Media tools. ADDED Added the option
"Checkerboard Pattern". FIXED Fixed a bug when using a third-party extension. ADD 77a5ca646e
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What's New in the Video Pilot?

--------------------------------------------------- Videopilot provides a simple, straightforward solution to your media file problems. It does not require any special knowledge to use. You only need to follow the simple instructions, choose a file format, and press a button to start the application. That's all you need to do, there is no manual or any kind of tutorial
for Videopilot. The interface of the application is clean and intuitive. You don't need any mouse or keyboard for navigation. You can play videos, navigate back and forth within the clip and adjust the volume. But you can also open the current frame in a new window, save and load presets. Additionally, you can adjust media to white or black mode, replace
colors and remove the color casts mode, as well as correct the brightness and gamma levels. In addition, you can save and load colors, zoom in and out, fit the image to window, delete the last region or the one under the cursor, and more. The application runs on a moderate amount of system resources, includes a short guide with snapshots along with
animated tutorials and didn't pop up any errors during our tests. However, the program's functionality is pretty limited. We had expected to find more options when it comes to image and video processing. These basic tools presented in Videopilot can also be found in more complex media editing apps. Also, the demo version has some limitations. We
recommend Videopilot with some reservations. Requirements: This program works in Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7. Rating: Back to zero v.3.10 - We keep working on the development of Back to zero series, now we published new version for version 3.9 - We have added a number of new features, updated the interface, fixed some bugs, improved the
performance of the program. APC v.3.1 - APC is an advanced, professional image backup and restoration tool, created for everyday use. - APC offers a huge collection of functions, the output can be viewed in any standard viewer, the work can be saved in any picture type. - The ability to backup and restore images from all types of devices, by restoring an
image you can recover a backup image and you can also restore an image to a folder. - The program runs on any platform and is compatible with all popular formats and devices. BitTorrent v.3.1 - BitTorrent has been designed to work seamlessly with torrent trackers and peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. - BitTorrent is a fully self-contained suite, which means
that there's no need for external software or servers. - The application encrypts files for transmission over the Internet, so the data is not accessible to third parties. - The application allows you to download files from other computers, so you can work in a different place and still get the files
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System Requirements For Video Pilot:

Intel Core i5-1050 3.00GHz or AMD equivalent or better 8GB RAM GPU: NVIDIA GTX 700/AMD equivalent, or better DirectX 11 Windows 7 or later Minimum 4K monitor resolution 1.5 GB disk space Minimum system requirements apply. 2.0 (Dual AMD XConnect Supported) Requirements: Full 1080p at 60FPS and higher settings (1920 x 1080)
with Direct X 11 or higher Full 4
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